Throughout
this note L/K denotes a purely inseparable field extension of characteristic p and nonzero exponent. In [5, p. 745 ], Rygg proves that when L/K has bounded exponent, then a subset M of L is a relative ¿-base of L/K if and only if M is a minimal generating set of L/K. The purpose of this note is to answer the following question : If every relative ¿-base of L/K is a minimal generating set, then must L/K he of bounded exponent? The answer is known to be yes when K and 2>* are linearly disjoint, * = 1, 2, • • • , see [l] . We give two examples for which the answer is no: One in which the maximal perfect subfield of L is contained in K, and the other in which it is not.
The following lemmas are needed for our examples. 
